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July 10, 2014 

Mr. Patrick L. Louden 
Director 
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety 
2443 Warrenville Rd, Suite 210 
Lisle, IL 60532 

VIA Overnight Mail 

ConAgra Foods 
Eleven ConAgra Drive, 11-165 
Omaha, NE 68102 
402-240-2680 

Re: Response to the Apparent Violation in Inspection Report No. 9999003/2014 (DNMS); EA-14-075 

Dear Mr. Louden: 

Please accept this letter and attached documentation as response to your letter dated June 12, 2014. 

This letter is in response to an onsite inspection report where three violations were noted: 1) the 

licensee's failure to properly transfer and I or dispose of generally licensed devices; 2) the licensee's 

failure to furnish a report to the NRC within 30 days of transfer, and 3) the license's failure to transfer or 

dispose of devises that are not in use for longer than 2 years. Please note that, once we became aware 

of the issue, we cooperated fully with the NRC and followed all direction provided by the agency to 

achieve regulatory compliance. 

Specifically, for violations# 1 and# 2: 

1) We made a voluntary disclosure to the NRC via annual filing that we were unable to locate NRC 

Devices# 92006 and# 92007. At that point, we started an investigation to determine how and 

where the units had been sent for disposal. Unfortunately, we were unable to determine the timing 

and location of disposal, as many of the individuals involved in this matter in the past are no longer 

with the organization. 

2) We immediately gathered the remaining regulated devices and placed them under lock and key until 

the units could be sent for proper disposal. Additionally, we completed a documented training for all 

affected individuals related to the handling and management of these devices. 

3) Please see attached letter dated March 14, 2014 where we, as a result of our investigation, believe 

that the materials in question including NRC Device# 92006 and# 92007 as well as four tritium exit 

signs were sent to a recycler or similar disposing during plant clean-up activities. We have no reason 

to believe that any exposure occurred as the units are fully sealed and closed. 

4) To close out the issues related to these devices, we filed a letter dated March 14, 2014 (Attachment 

1) as required by 10 CFR 20.2201- Report oftheft or loss of licensed material. In addition, Mr. Kulzer 

conducted an on-site inspection on April 21, 2014 in which we fully cooperated. 
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We believe the above actions conclude the issues related to NRC Devices# 92006 and# 92007 as well as 

the four tridium exit signs. 

As for violation# 3, the licensee's failure to transfer or dispose of devices that are not in use for longer 

than two years : 

1) ConAgra Foods acknowledges that this violation occurred due to a lack of awareness regarding the 

disposal requirement under your regulations, but promptly upon learning of the requirement, we 

took the corrective action as outlined below. 

2) Soon after the on-site inspection with Mr. Kulzer from your agency, we contacted a licensed 

company to remove the remaining devices from the premises. This removal was completed June 30, 

2014. We followed all procedures and protocols as required and are now completing our 30-day 

filing in accordance with 10 CFR 31.5(c)(15). 

3) This action has removed and eliminated all devices from this premises that require NRC licensure. 

Please see quotation from Filtec Industrial Dynamics dated 4/24/14 (Attachment 2). 

4) As noted above, full removal was completed June 30, 2014 by Filtec Industrial Dynamics with the 30 

day filing now in process to be completed within the next two weeks. 

In conclusion, we greatly appreciate the time taken and direction provided by your agency, particularly 

Mr. Kulzer. While we recognize that better record keeping and management of the devices wa,s required 

under the circumstances, upon discovery of this issue, we fully cooperated with your agency and we 

have taken corrective action to ensure that no future violations will occur that this facility. Please 

contact me if any additional information is required . 

Sincerely 

I~~-- ~ kk~ 
Thomas J Cuirass 

Vice President, Environment Health and Safety 

cc: Mr. Edward Kulzer, US NRC 
Mr. Aaron T McCraw, US NRC 
Mr. Chris Aupperle, ConAgra Foods 
Ms. Arlene Farrar, ConAgra Foods 
Ms. Kim Hauge, ConAgra Foods 
Ms. Tracy Kayhanfar, ConAgra Foods 
Mr. Gary Smiley, ConAgra Foods 
Mr. Steve Townshend, ConAgra Foods 

Attachment 
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March 14, 2014 

Ms. Cynthia Pederson 
Administrator 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III 
2443 Warrenville Road 
Lisle, IL 60532-4352 

jAttachment 1 I 

ConAgra Foods 
Eleven ConAgra Drive, 11-165 
Omaha, NE 68102-5001 
402-240-2680 

Re: Generally Licensed Devices: Trenton, MO- GL-703997-18; Report pursuant to 10 CPR 
20.2201 

Dear Ms. Pederson: 

Please accept this letter as follow up to the correspondence with the NRC dated January 9, 

2014. At that time, we reported that we were unable to locate NRC Device# 92006 and # 

92007 and four tritium exit signs, and explained that we would conduct an investigation into 
the location of these devices. 

We have completed our investigation and remain unable to locate the devices. Therefore, we 

are making this submission pursuant to 10 CPR 20.220 I -Report of theft or loss of licensed 
material. 

1. Description of the licensed material involved, including kind, quantity, and 

chemical and physical form: 

NRC Device# 92006 and# 92007 are two Gamma 101P Inspection System units 
("Inspection Systems"). Each unit contains Americium-241 at 100 mCi (please see 

Attachments 1-4 ). 

Four tritium exit signs. According to literature, each unit contains 11.5 Ci of 
tritium. We do not have any documentation from the signs as they were purchased 

many years prior under a different company ownership. 

11. Description of the circumstances under which the loss or theft occurred: 

During a physical inventory conducted in preparation for our Annual Registration of 
Generally License Devices with the NRC, and in subsequent communications with 



the NRC, we became aware in late 2013 that we were unable to locate two 
Inspection Systems and four exit signs. After performing a thorough investigation 

of our facility , which included conducting a number of interviews with relevant 
company personnel and discussions with the device manufacturers, we are still 
unable to determine the location of these devices. We have been able to determine 

that the Inspection Systems were taken out of service prior to 2009 and moved into 

storage, but we do not know when they were removed from storage. We have been 
unable to ascertain when the exit signs were taken out of service or where they went 
after being removed from service. 

ut. A statement of the disposition, or probably disposition, or the licensed material 

involved: 

We believe it is most likely that the Inspection Systems and exit signs were sent to 
recycler or similar disposition during plant clean-up activities in the past. We have 

no reason to believe that the devices were stolen. 

IV. Exposme of individuals to radiation, circumstance under which the exposure 
occurred, and the possible total effective dose equivalent to persons in unrestricted 
areas: 

We have no reason to believe any exposure occurred as the Inspection Systems and 
exit signs are fully sealed and closed (with respect to the Inspection Systems, see 

Attachment 2, 3, 4) 

v. Actions that have been taken, or will be taken, to recover the material: 

As previously noted, we have undertaken a thorough investigation and concluded 
that we no longer possess the Inspection Systems or exit signs. Based on the results 

of our investigation, we believe that the Inspection Systems and exit signs have been 

disposed of and cannot be recovered. 

vt. Procedures or measures that have been, or will be, adopted to ensure against a 
recurrent of the loss or theft of license material: 

The remaining inspection equipment has been inventoried and is maintained under 

lock and key. In addition, signs have been posted on the equipment with a 
designated individual to be contacted in the event of question. We are in the process 
of making arrangements to return these units to the manufacturer utilizing proper 

protocols. We do not intend to purchase any additional Inspection Systems. 

At this point, we no longer possess, nor do we intend to obtain, tritium exit signs. 

Thus, this issue cannot reoccur. In any event, we have provided training to relevant 

individuals on proper physical inventory procedures, including internal reporting 
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requirements for missing items. 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns at the number above. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas J. Cuirass 
Vice President, Environment, Health and Safety 

Enclosure 

cc: Patricia Pelke, NRC 
Ed Kulzer, NRC 
C. Aupperle 
J. Box 
T. Kayhanfar 
S. Townshend 
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!Attachment 21 
lnduztrial Dynamics 
Company, Ltd. 
3 100 Flljita StrP.P.t 
Torrance, CA 
90505-4007 

Office: 310·325·5633 
Fax: 310·530·1000 

Customer: CONAGRA FOODS 

Contact: JOSE BARRON (660) 359-7256 

jose. barron@conagrafoods.com 

SERVICE ESTIMATE 
City & State: TRENTON, MO 

Date: 4/24/2014 

Estimate# 10556 
Field Service Representative: Melisa Aguilar (31 0)257 -2309 Voice (310)257-3309 Fax 

Estimate valid for 60 Days - Final Charges may vary 
Reason for visit: PERMANENT REMOVAL OF (2) FILTEC FT-50 UNITS AND (2) PECO UNITS 

TECHNICIAN WILL PREPARE EQUIPMENT FOR RETURN SHIPMENT TO INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS 

EQUIPMENT: FT-50 SN: 116909 SOURCE# 3346 , FT-50 SN: 115028 NO SOURCE 

PECCO SN: G013410036 SOURCE# 0714LX 

PECCO (NO SERIAL NUMBER PLATE) WITH SOURCE# 8675LX 

Straight Time: 5 hours @ $135.00/per hour $ 675.00 

24-Hour Coverage hours @ $130.00/per hour $ -
Overtime: hours@ $1 75.00/per hour $ -
Double Time: hours @ $220.00/per hour $ -
Travel Time (7am-6pm) : 6 hours @ $95.00/per hour $ 570.00 

Travel Time (6pm-7am): 6 hours @ $11 0.00/per hour $ 660.00 

Travel Time Sunday/Holiday: hours@ $125.00/per hour $ -
Standby Time: hours @ $90.00/per hour $ -
Airfare: 850 $ 850.00 

Airfare Agency Fee: 2 $20.00 per itenarary $ 40.00 

Car Rental: 1 days @ $85.00/per day $ 85.00 

Car Insurance: 1 days @ $30.00/per day $ 30.00 

Per Diem: 1 days @ $65.00/per day $ 65.00 

Lodging: 1 nights@ $ 150.00/per night $ 150.00 

Parking : 1 days@ $10.00/per day $ 10.00 

Mileage: 100 miles @ $0.55/per mile $ 55.00 
Gas: 10 $ 10.00 

Tolls: $ -
TAXI 

Crate Cost: 2 $500.00 per crate CASH IN ADVANCE $ 1,000.00 

Wipe Tests: 3 wipes @ $50.00/each CASH IN ADVANCE $ 150.00 

Shipping & Handling: 2 $350.00 per crate CASH IN ADVANCE $ 700.00 

Source Return Fee 3 $2,500.00 per source CASH IN ADVANCE $ 7,500.00 

$ 12,550.00 

SALES TAX: If any of the items listed above are taxable in your State and you are claiming an ex emption from that tax, you 

must provide a valid exemption certificate with your purchase order otherwise sales tax will be payable. 

A local technician will be used if circumstances permit. However, if local technician is unavailable at the time of service, an alternate technician will be used from 
another location. Service charges will vary if this occurs. The above charges are budgetary only. The actual amount for expenses will be billed at cost plus a 5% 
adm inistration fee and be accompanied by all related receipts and documentation. 

Please Note: Standby will be charged if service engineer is requested to waitlstandby, pending instructions from the customer. In addition, if a service representative is 
requested by the customer to stay over on a weekend or holiday and is not cal led in for work, standby charges will apply. Customer will be charged for hotel costs plus 
per diem for the weekend(s). 
Used or Re-Installed Units: Industrial Dynamics cannot guaranty used units can be brought into operation nor run to the specification of the customer due to the fact that 
the unit or units were purchased used or transferred from another plant or location. Additionally, Industrial Dynamics cannot guaranty availability of replacement parts on 
late model units. We wil l, however, do our best to assist the customer in this endeavor to the best of our ability. Before work can commence on a used unit an audit will 
be made to evaluate if any parts are required to bring this unit into operating condition. Units do not qualify under ID warranty policy. 
Installation of used or transferred units will be done on a cash in advance basis only. 
It is Industrial Dynamics' policy to obtain cash-in-advance for all source returns. 
Purchase order to be issued to Industrial Dynamics, 3100 Fujita Street, Torrance, CA 90505 
Cash in Advance payments can be made by check or wi re transfer to: 
First Bank and Trust Bank Routing No: 081009428 600 McDonald Boulevard Account No.: 9408907913 
Account Name: INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS COMPANY, L TO. 
Industrial Dynamics accepts MasterCard , Visa and American Express. Please contact the Field Service Administration Office if interested in this option. 
The customer is responsible for erecting equipment plus connecting utilities on new and re-installations. 
Additional charges wi ll apply if unit is not in place at time of service call. 
Local mechanica l assistance is requi red. 
Multiple service calls may be required due to unforeseen circumstances. 
Two week advance notice requested for scheduling purposes. 
To schedule service, please contact Field Service Administration at (310)257-2309. (Estimate Form Updated 9/1/2013) 
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